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Femtosecond laser-induced nanofabrication in the near-field
of atomic force microscope tip
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The formation of nanocraters on the surface of metallic films under the tip of an atomic force
microscope by femtosecond laser pulses is demonstrated. The influence of laser polarization, pulse
duration, and tip–sample distance on threshold fluence for nanoprocessing is investigated. Analysis
of experiments shows that heating of the tip by laser radiation and its lengthening is the predominant
mechanism for laser-induced nanoprocessing. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The formation of nanostructures on the surface of diff
ent materials is a field of research activity that has attrac
much attention in recent years. One of the methods to p
duce nanostructures is to illuminate the gap between the
of an atomic force microscope~AFM! or scanning tunneling
microscope and a substrate surface by laser radiation. In
a way, hillocks and pits with a diameter up to 20–30 nm
the surface from different materials have been created1–3

Two mechanisms explaining the observed nanostructu
are discussed in the literature. One mechanism is the
strate material ablation by a laser electric field enhance
the vicinity of the tip apex.1,4 The other is mechanical stres
by the heated tip as a result of thermal expansion of the
due to absorption of laser radiation.3,5,6 Despite the large
effort made to clarify the problem, there is still controver
over the explanation of nanoproccessing. In this article,
present results of several experiments performed with la
pulses of femtosecond duration in order to contribute furt
to the discussions on nanostructuring mechanisms. The
of ultrashort laser pulses introduces a parameter~pulse dura-
tion!, which is important for better understanding of th
problem. In addition, the femtosecond duration of la
pulses enlarges the range of materials that can be develo

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

A simplified experimental setup is depicted in Fig.
The radiation from a femtosecond laser~l50.8 mm, t5100
fs, W<50mJ) is focused by a lens to a focal spot 300mm in
diameter in a tip–surface gap. The angle of incidence
Q517° relative to the substrate surface. The polarization
the laser radiation was varied during the experiments
commercial AFM system~Smena model from NT-MDT! was
employed. Silicon tips covered by a 20–30 nm layer of W2C

a!Electronic mail: step@ufp.appl.sci-nnov.ru
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with a radius of curvaturer'30 nm were used. The sample
are metallic films~In, Au, Cu, magnetic material FeCr! with
a thickness of 20–30 nm on a Si substrate. The films
deposited by the sputtering technique. The scanning pr
microscope is used mainly in contact mode.

When the fluence is above a certain threshold value, p
cessing of craters on the film surface occurs. Figure 2 sh
a crater on an FeCr film produced by a pulse with fluen
F595 mJ/cm2. The image was taken by the AFM immed
ately after processing. The craters are, typically, 30–50 nm
diameter and 3–10 nm in height, similar to the results
Jersch1 and Lu7. The threshold fluence depends on the ma
rial of the film. In Fig. 3, the dependence of the thresho
fluence on the melting temperature for different materials
sample films is presented. The dependence is approxima
linear. It was observed that the threshold fluenceF th is influ-
enced by the polarization of the laser radiation. Whenp po-
larization with respect to the substrate surface is used,
value of the threshold fluence is 1.5–2 times lower than
perpendicular s polarization. Thus, for FeCrF th

p 575
610 mJ/cm2, F th

s 5150615 mJ/cm2, and for Au F th
p 534

65 mJ/cm2, F th
s 567610 mJ/cm2.

The threshold fluence for femtosecond and nanosec
laser pulses was compared. To produce nanosecond puls

FIG. 1. Diagram of the experimental setup.
2 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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regenerative amplifier of the laser system was used in
regime of lasing~without femtosecond pulse injection!. The
pulse duration in this case wastns'9 ns. Threshold fluence
F th

p 54665 mJ/cm2 andF th
s 5115610 mJ/cm2 for nanofabri-

cation on a gold film were measured with nanosecond p
duration ~as compared toF th

p 53465 mJ/cm2 and F th
s 567

610 mJ/cm2 for femtosecond pulses!. For In film, F th
p 57

62 mJ/cm2 ~femtosecond pulses! and F th
p 52063 mJ/cm2

~nanosecond pulses! were measured. Thus, for nanoseco
pulse duration the threshold fluences exceed the case
femtosecond pulses by;1.5–2.5 times.

The dependence of the threshold fluence for a FeCr
on a distance between the tip and the sample surface fo
p polarization is depicted in Fig. 4. There is no depende
within the experimental error.

III. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Let us now discuss our experimental results from
point of view of the two mechanisms of nanoprocessing t
have been considered in the Introduction. A quantitative
scription of the field enhancement in the vicinity of the t
apex requires a complex calculation procedure, which w
performed in certain approximations in the literature.7,8 Nu-
merical calculations of thermal lengthening of the tip in

FIG. 2. AFM image of a crater made with W2C-coated silicon tip on a FeC
film, p polarization, andF595 mJ/cm2.

FIG. 3. Threshold fluence vs melting temperature for different materia
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axially symmetric field were made in Ref. 9, and in a pla
wave in Ref. 6. However, it is advantageous to write dow
simple analytical model of the thermal lengthening of the t
which will be more convenient for subsequent analysis.
this respect, some estimations have been made in
literature.3,5 Below, we will develop a model that will in-
clude the main parameters of the materials of the tip a
samples, as well as the characteristics of the laser fi
which are essential for analysis of experiments.

A. Model of thermal lengthening of the tip

First, we will find absorption of laser radiation by a con
cal tip of the atomic force microscope. Using the Fres
formulas10 we find the dependence averaged over the con
surface intensity reflectivityA(d) for tungsten on polariza-
tion ~Fig. 5!. The values of optical constants appearing in t
Fresnel formulas (n53.7, k52.7) are taken from Ref. 11
The dependence shows that the absorption forp (d50°) and
s (d590°) polarizations differs by no more than 20%.

To estimate heating of the AFM tip we assume that
conical slice with thicknessdz ~Fig. 6! absorbs the energy o

.

FIG. 4. Threshold fluence vs tip–sample distance.

FIG. 5. Absorption averaged over conical surface as a function of polar
tion.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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incident radiation according to the calculated absorption
efficient, and that this energy heats the conical slice. In o
words, we neglect the heat flow along the tip axis, which
justified for actual tips with relatively small vertex angles
times <10 ns ~see, e.g., Ref. 6!. Then, for the temperatur
along the tip axis we will have:

T~z!5
FA~d!dS

crdV
,

whereF is the incident fluence,A(d) is the absorption coef
ficient, c andr are the specific heat capacity and density
tip material, anddS and dV are the effective area and vo
ume of the conical slice with thicknessdz. Substituting ex-
pressions fordS anddV yields the following expression fo
the temperature dependence along the tip:

T~z!5
2FA~d!

pcrztgu
, ~1!

i.e., with decreasingz, the temperature increases and t
maximum temperature will be at the very tip apex. The mi
mum value ofzmin at which the formula~1! still works is
determined by applicability of Fresnel formulas and is fra
tions of wavelengths of incident radiation.

Heating leads to tip lengthening, each conical layer w
thicknessdz being enlarged bydl5aT(z)dz, wherea is the
coefficient of thermal expansion of the tip material. Integr
ing with respect toz yields the total lengthening of the tip:

L therm5E
zmin

h

aT~z!dz5
2aFA~d!ln~h/zmin!

pcrtgu
. ~2!

In Eq. ~2! h is the length of the tip.
Two scenarios of nanostructure formation by tip heat

and lengthening can be considered. The first is that the
apex is heated up to a temperature that exceeds the me
temperature of sample materialTm , then comes in close me
chanical contact with the sample due to thermal expans
and melts the sample. In this case, the criterion for na
structuring is the achievement of maximum temperature

FIG. 6. Geometry underlying the model of a tip.
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the tip apex that is equal to the melting temperature of
sample. For threshold fluence this will lead to the followin
expression:

F th
therm5

pcrzmintguTm

2A~d!
. ~3!

The second scenario relies on the following consid
ations. The thermal lengthening of the tip can be estima
by Eq. ~2!, and is resisted by an elastic force from th
sample. If pressure by the tip on the sample exceeds s
critical value, at which elastic deformation of the samp
transforms into plastic, then some traces are left on
sample surface—the observed nanostructures.

In this model, the criterion for the nanostructurin
threshold may be obtained from the condition of equality
thermal lengthening of the tip with elastic deformation of t
conical tip under external force. The elastic deformation o
conical layer with thicknessdz ~Fig. 6! is given by the
Hooke’s law dlelast5@s(z)/E#dz, where E is the Young’s
modulus of the tip material, ands(z) is the tension on ele-
ment dz for the conical tip. It can be expressed throu
tensions0 at the tip apex with radiusr 3 s(z)5s0r 3

2/R(z)2

5s0r 3
2/z2tgu2. After integration with respect toz and equat-

ing elastic deformation to thermal lengthening of the tip, w
obtain the following expression for the nanostructuri
threshold:

F th
mech5

pcrr 3s0

2A~d!aE ln~h/zmin!
, ~4!

wheres0 is some critical tension for sample material, sta
ing from which the tip produces irreversible changes on
sample. If there is a gapL between the tip and the sampl
the elastic deformation should compensate for the differe
L therm2L, and the expression for threshold fluence will d
pend on the distanceL:

F th
mech~L !5

pcrtgu

2A~d!a ln~h/zmin!
S s0r 3

Etgu
1L D . ~5!

Let us present numerical estimates for the heating
lengthening of the tip. For silicon, a material from which th
tip is made, a52.531026 K21, c50.71 J/g K, r52.3
g/cm3, andE5120 GPa.12 Since optical constants for W2C
at the working wavelength are unknown, the absorption
efficient is estimated for W, which is justified by the fact th
data on electric conductivity of W2C and W are very close
Estimates ofzmin and s0 are difficult to perform. Let us
assume thatzmin50.4mm, i.e., equal to a half wavelength o
laser radiation. Material science gives several parame
characterizing the beginning of nonelastic deformation
material, and these parameters are functions of tempera
and deformation rate.13 In estimations, we will use data o
the dynamic limit of elasticity obtained in experiments wi
shock waves in steel, and assumes0'1 GPa.14 However, it
should be noted that plastic deformation within existing co
cepts is related to the motion of dislocations and faults w
characteristic scales of>1 mm.15 In our case, the affected
area is several tens of nanometers, so it is likely that pla
deformation within this scale will be governed by oth
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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mechanisms. Then, one should treat the presented estima
the dynamic limit of elasticity with much caution, taking it a
a lower possible limit. Nevertheless, substituting the ab
values into formulas for temperature and tip lengthening
fluenceF5100 mJ/cm2 yields the following estimatesTmax

'3000 K, L therm'20 nm. Thus, this simplified model show
the heating of the tip up to several thousand K, and m
importantly, it demonstrates tip lengthening in the order
tens of nanometers, well in accordance with more rigor
calculations.6

Now, taking into account the found relations, let us
turn to the discussion of experimental results from the po
of view of mechanisms for nanoprocessing.

B. Polarization dependence of nanostructuring
threshold

In the ablation approach, the field enhancement in
vicinity of tip apex is very sensitive to the polarization
laser radiation relative to the tip axis. Ifp-polarization en-
hancement in intensity just under the apex may reach sev
hundreds times,s polarization in the field enhancement
almost not observed.8 Therefore, the nanostructuring thres
old in this mechanism must strongly increase whenp polar-
ization is changed tos polarization. In the second mechanis
being discussed here, the effect of polarization on hea
and thermal lengthening of the tip is mainly determined
the dependence of the absorption coefficient on polariza
~Fig. 5!. The dependence is very weak; therefore, the res
of the experiment, where nanostructuring thresholds fop
polarization were only 1.5–2 times lower than fors polariza-
tion, speak for a higher probability of the mechanism of he
ing and thermal lengthening of the tip.

C. Influence of pulse duration

In the two approaches being discussed here, change
pulse duration affect, in a different degree, the nanostruc
ing threshold. In the ablation mechanism, optical radiation
absorbed by electrons in a metallic sample just under the
with a characteristic spatial scale about the tip apex s
During time t1 of several picoseconds, absorbed ene
transfers from electrons to the lattice.16 Then, due to elec-
tronic heat conductivity, heat propagates to an area w
characteristic spatial scalel;Axt, wherex is the coefficient
of thermal conductivity of the sample material, andt is the
characteristic time. If the laser pulse duration ist<t1 ~fem-
tosecond pulses!, then for estimation of the characterist
scale we can uset1 . But, if the laser pulse duration is mor
than t1 ~nanosecond pulses!, then the characteristic spatia
scale of the heated area will be determined by laser p
durationt. The volume of the heated area in a thin meta
film on the surface of a poorly conducting material is direc
proportional to the second power of the spatial scale. Th
the volume of the heated area for nanosecond pulse dura
will exceed that for femtosecond pulses by (l ns/ l fs)

2

5(t/t l);103– 104 times. In other words, ablation of samp
material by nanosecond pulses requires much higher en
than by femtosecond pulses. On the other hand, pulse d
tion does not appear in the criteria for the nanostructur
Downloaded 04 Nov 2003 to 140.78.114.44. Redistribution subject to A
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threshold related to the heating and lengthening of the
@formulas ~3! and ~4!#. When the formulas were derived
however, it was assumed that heat conductivity has too l
time to equalize temperature along the tip axis. Estimates
well as numerical computations,6 show that this condition is
obeyed up to times;10 ns, i.e., at pulse durationt59 ns,
used in the experiment, one may expect some decreas
temperature of the tip apex, in comparison with femtoseco
pulses, due to heat outflow. This probably accounts for
experimental fact that the nanostructuring threshold is
;1.5–2.5 times higher for nanosecond pulses than for fe
tosecond pulses. Thus, our comparative analysis of na
structuring thresholds for nanosecond and femtosecond p
durations indicates the thermal–mechanical mechanism
nanostructure formation on the sample surface.

D. Nanostructuring threshold versus tip–sample
distance

The field enhanced near the tip apex decays faster
exponentially versus a distance from the tip.8,17 This should
lead to a strong increase in the nanostructuring thresh
with increasing distance between the tip and sample. In
model, when nanostructures are formed by the tip’s hea
beyond the melting temperature of the sample material@Eq.
~3!#, the threshold does not depend on tip–sample dista
If nanostructures are formed when the pressure of the
exceeds some limit value@Eq. ~4!#, a linear dependence o
the threshold on distance should be observed. The de
dence of the nanostructuring threshold on distance, plo
by this formula, is shown in Fig. 5~solid line!. Because of
the uncertainty in the values of some parameters (zmin and
s0), the line in Fig. 5 was fitted atL50 to the experimenta
value of the threshold, and the dependence on distanc
given for tip parameters and characteristics used in the e
mation of temperature and tip lengthening. Comparison
the above discussions with experimental findings shows
the effect of field enhancement cannot account for the
served dependence of nanostructuring threshold on dista
Moreover, the behavior of the threshold that is almost in
pendent of the value of the tip–sample gap speaks for a h
probability of melting of the material by the heated tip. I
directly, this is evidenced by the fact that the formation
craters and hillocks depends on the relation between
melting temperatures of the tip and sample. If the melt
temperature of the tip is higher than that of the sample,
tip melts the sample and produces a crater in it. If the melt
temperature of the tip is lower, then hillocks are formed
surface of the sample, which is probably due to shaking
the melted material of the tip on the sample during mecha
cal contact. This behavior was observed for different pairs
tip–sample materials in all experiments we known.4,7,18

One more remark should be made concerning the ef
of field enhancement near the tip apex on the process
nanostructuring. Of no doubt, field enhancement does oc
and its order of magnitude corresponds to that numeric
estimated in the literature.7,8 However, a more thorough con
sideration of the structure of the electric field near the sam
surface under the tip shows that the main component of
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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field is the component that is perpendicular to the surfa
This component, according to the boundary conditions,e
times attenuated inside the sample, wheree is the dielectric
constant of the sample material. In opticsueu'20–25 for
metals,12 i.e., the intensity of the electromagnetic fiel
which has been enhanced near the tip apex by 100–
times,8 is attenuated inside the metallic sample byueu2

5400– 600 times. Undoubtedly, one should consider
field enhancement for dielectric samples when studying
face structures, biological molecules on sample surfaces,
However, our analysis of experimental results shows that
role of field enhancement is not important for nanomodifi
tion of metallic films.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have reported results of experimen
investigations of the formation of nanostructures on the s
face of metallic films just under the apex of an atomic for
microscope tip irradiated by a femtosecond laser. The for
tion of craters with diameter 20–30 nm and depth of seve
nanometers on the sample surface is demonstrated. N
structures in these experiments were produced in diffe
materials ranging from soft and low-melting indium to su
hard and high-melting magnetic materials as FeCr. The ef
of the dependence of the nanostructuring threshold on
polarization of laser radiation, laser pulse duration, and
tance between the tip apex and sample surface has bee
vestigated. An analysis of experimental results was mad
understand the mechanism responsible for nanostructu
Based on this analysis, we may conclude that the main ca
of nanostructure formation on the sample surface under l
irradiation of the AFM tip is heating of the tip by absorbe
laser radiation and mechanical pressure the tip produces
Downloaded 04 Nov 2003 to 140.78.114.44. Redistribution subject to A
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cause of its thermal lengthening. The analysis of experim
tal results shows that the sample material is likely to m
during nanomodification. This, however, requires further e
perimental verification. In summary, we believe that this
vestigation has made a next step for the creation of elem
of super-high-density optical and magnetic memory up to
T bit/cm2.
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